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AFC 169

Dewdney Art Therapy collection.
6440 slides, 3234 pieces of artwork, 203 photographic copies of artwork, 77 cm of textual records, 78 photocopies of artwork, 4 photocopies of personal photographs, 1 printed copy of artwork, 17 personal journals, 13 personal photographs, 1 sketchbook, 1 negative, 3 notebooks, 9 floppy disks, 4 cassette tapes, 2 videotapes, 4 artifacts, 1 certificate

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History
Dewdney Art Therapy collection: Selwyn Dewdney graduated from the Ontario College of Art in 1936, came to London to teach at Sir Adam Beck Collegiate Institute until 1945 and then concentrated on doing work as a muralist into 1950s. Selwyn Dewdney was appointed psychiatric art therapist at Westminster Hospital (now Parkwood) in 1953, Irene Dewdney became involved soon after as well. Together they pioneered art therapy research in Canada developing their own "objective approach" to art therapy. This approach differed from the standard approach of analysis, which was to interpret the meaning behind a patient's artwork. Rather, the Dewdney's awaited the patient's emotional acknowledgment of what their artwork meant to them. Into the late 1950's, Selwyn began focusing on the art itself and the history behind it. Selwyn also began developing art therapies programs for Irene to take over and run. By 1959, there were art therapy programs established in London at Westminster Hospital, St. Joseph's Hospital and the London Psychiatric Hospital. Selwyn eventually stepped back from art therapy work and began to devote more of his time to his studies of Canadian native rock art.

Their dedication and research were recognized by many art therapy organizations in North America. Selwyn and Irene Dewdney assisted in the creation of the Western Ontario Therapeutic Community Hostel (WOTCH) in 1966 and the Ontario Art Therapy Association (O.A.T.A.) in 1979. They also became active members of the Canadian Association of Art Therapy (C.A.T.A.) and the American Art Therapy Association (A.A.T.A.). Both Irene and Selwyn were published authors in numerous art therapy journals. Notable publications include: The Role of Art Activities in Canadian Mental Hospitals, Art Therapy at Westminster Hospital, Elda's Art Therapy in the Context of a Quarter Century of Psychiatric Treatment, An Art Therapy Program for Geriatric Patients, The Art Oriented Interview as a Tool in Psychotherapy and The Art Therapist in the Courtroom.

Following Selwyn's death in 1979, Irene continued with the hospital programs and in private practice. Irene was instrumental in the creation, programming and implementation of the first academic program for art therapy in Canada. The Diploma in Art Therapy program began in the Fall of 1988 at the University of Western Ontario. The University established the "Irene Dewdney Award" in 1997, honouring an Art Therapy diploma student who demonstrated creativity and innovation in the field. Irene continued her practice, teaching, research and writing in London, Ontario until her death in 1999. The Art Therapy program ran until September 2007 under the leadership of Coordinator, Linda Nicholas.

Scope and Content
The funds consists of textual, graphic, audio-visual and electronic records relating to the history of art therapy in Canada; the creation and development of the Art Therapy Program at the University of Western Ontario; patient artwork, notes, records and correspondence; and Selwyn and Irene Dewdney's personal records, correspondence and publications relating to their involvement in pioneering art therapy in Canada.
Custodial History
Prior to donation to Western Archives in 1990 (Travis materials in 1991), the included materials were housed by Selwyn and Irene Dewdney, Westminster Hospital, Linda Nicholas and John MacGregor.

Languages
All records are in English with the exception of one French and one German publication in Series 4.

Restrictions
Consultation with the archivist is recommended. Access may vary among individual series and the materials are subject to the outlined conditions and/or restrictions. Any access to materials in the Dewdney Art Therapy collection requires the researcher to sign a formal research agreement.

Arrangement
Series 1: Dewdney Personal Materials
Series 2: Correspondence
Series 3: Pioneering Art Therapy
Series 4: Art Therapy Publications
Series 5: Art Therapy Journals
Series 6: Patient Records
Series 7: A Nest of Dolls
Series 8: Artwork
Series 9: Slides
Series 10: Artefacts
Series Descriptions

AFC 169-S1 Dewdney Personal Materials.
13 cm of textual records
1 certificate
1 notebook
5 personal photographs

Scope and Content
This series contains the personal records kept by Selwyn and Irene Dewdney during their time working as Art Therapists, predominantly in and around London, Ontario. Included in the series are curriculum vitae, records pertaining to the Art Therapy collection donation and acquisition and the establishment of the Western Ontario Therapeutic Community (WOTCH) in 1966 and the Ontario Art Therapy Association (O.A.T.A) in 1979, membership certificates, obituaries, photographs and duplicates of important papers/correspondence.

Restrictions
Due to the personal nature of these files, access is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement. F15 only is open for viewing.
AFC 169-S1-F13 [Dewdney Art Therapy Collection - Appraisal and Acquisition Records, Exhibits, Pamphlets, Student Papers]. -- 1989-1997. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/2


AFC 169-S1-F15 Related Materials. -- 1990. -- 1 certificate. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

Restrictions
There is open access to this file.

AFC 169-S1-F15-I1 Irene Dewdney - O.A.T.A. Honorary Life Member Certificate. -- 1990 May 13. -- 1 certificate. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

Restrictions
There are no restrictions on access to this file.
AFC 169-S2 Correspondence.
3 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This series contains the personal and professional correspondence of Selwyn and Irene Dewdney during their time working as Art Therapists, including personal letters and correspondence with colleagues and professional affiliations such as the American Art Therapy Association (A.A.T.A), the Ontario Art Therapy Association (O.A.T.A) and the Canadian Art Therapy Association (C.A.T.A) regarding publications, conferences, workshops, memberships and involvement during their time as Art Therapists.

Restrictions
Due to the personal nature of these files, access is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.


AFC 169-S2-F2 Correspondence - General [1956-1989]. -- 1956-1989. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/10


AFC 169-S3 Pioneering Art Therapy.
8 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This series contains the personal writings of Irene and Selwyn on the history of art therapy, including their own personal research and notes with bibliographies and articles taken from other publications during their time in pioneering art therapy in Canada.

Restrictions
There are no access restrictions in this series.

AFC 169-S3-F1 [Art Therapy - Bibliographies, articles, summaries, short stories, notes, etc.]. -- 1947-1980. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/6


AFC 169-S3-F3 Early Notes & Miscellaneous Quotes, Etc.. -- [ca. 1938-1980?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/9

AFC 169-S3-F4 [Art Therapy - History & Chronology]. -- 1944-1986. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/10

AFC 169-S3-F5 Art Therapy - Perspectives and Practice . -- [ca. 1970-1980?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/11

AFC 169-S3-F6 [Irene Dewdney - What is Art Therapy?]. -- [ca. 1970-1980?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/12

AFC 169-S3-F7 [Irene Dewdney - The History of Art Therapy]. -- 1969-1986. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/13

AFC 169-S3-F8 [Irene Dewdney - List of Papers]. -- 1993. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/14

AFC 169-S3-F9 [Irene Dewdney - Talks and Papers]. -- 1986-1995. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/15
AFC 169-S4 Art Therapy Publications.
1945-1996.
10 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This series contains the art therapy publications by Irene and Selwyn Dewdney as well as other professional Art Therapists and Art Therapy organizations, as well as art therapy related newspaper articles.

Languages
Most material is in English, though there is one article in French and one article in German.

Restrictions
There are no access restrictions in this series.

AFC 169-S4-F1 [Art Therapy News Articles]. -- 1969-1994. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-3/4

AFC 169-S4-F2 [Art Therapy Articles 1945-1967]. -- 1945-1967. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/1


AFC 169-S4-F4 [Dewdney Art Therapy Articles]. -- 1956-1996. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-5/3

AFC 169-S4-F5 [Art Therapy Publicity 1979]. -- 1979. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/14


AFC 169-S4-F7 Progress of a Schizophrenic on TRILAFON - Case History No. 1-3 - Drawings Enclosed. -- 1967. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-3/9
AFC 169-S5 Art Therapy Journals.
17 journals

Scope and Content
This series contains 16 journals kept by Selwyn Dewdney and one journal kept by Dr. John Fiddes during their involvement with patients participating in the Art Therapy program at St. Joseph's Hospital and Westminster Hospital in London, Ontario.

Restrictions
Due to the personal nature of these files, access is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S5-F1 St. Joseph's Hospital Notes. -- 1962-1970. -- 3 journals. -- Box Number AFC 169-2


AFC 169-S5-F2 Group Therapy Session Notes. -- 1961-1969. -- 4 journals. -- Box Number AFC 169-2


AFC 169-S5-F4 [Art Therapy Journals - Dr. Fiddes Notes]. -- [ca. 1950-1970?]. -- 1 journal. -- Box Number AFC 169-2/10

AFC 169-S5-F5 Drawing Session Notes. -- 1955-1972. -- 7 journals. -- Box Number AFC 169-2
AFC 169-S6 Patient Records.
1934-[1999].
25 cm of textual records, 5 pencil drawings, 2 pastel drawings, 10 photographic copies of artwork, 6 personal photographs, 1 negative, 1 notebook

Scope and Content
This series consists of a collection of patient records acquired by Irene and Selwyn Dewdney during their time working as Art Therapists, predominantly in London, Ontario. Records include instructor evaluations, group session notes, patient referrals, patients personal writing and correspondence, as well as selected case studies the Dewdney's focused on in their personal writings and publications.

Restrictions
Due to the personal nature of these files, access is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S6-F1 [Instructors Notes on Patients]. -- 1947-1949. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/3
AFC 169-S6-F2 [Dr. John and Dr. Ian Fiddes - Correspondence, Funding, Patient Evaluations]. -- 1952-1968. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/4
AFC 169-S6-F3 Dr. Fiddes - Selected Drawings and Notes, 1961-1965. -- 1961-1965. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/5
AFC 169-S6-F5 Weekly Records [& Referrals]. -- 1957-1968. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/7
AFC 169-S6-F6 [Art Therapy - Nursing Student's Notes]. -- 1967-1968. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/8
AFC 169-S6-F7 [Patient Notes, Writing and Correspondence]. -- 1961-1978. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/21
AFC 169-S6-F8 [Banfield, McKinnon & Penhale (Art Therapy Patients) - Stories, Drawings, Assessments etc.]. -- 1934-1968. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/19
AFC 169-S6-F9 Dream Drawings - Dream and Memory Exercises. -- [between 1938 and 1999]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/9
AFC 169-S6-F10 Dr. Ogilvie. -- 1962-1989. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/10
AFC 169-S6-F11 Ogilvie Study. -- 1962-1964. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/11
AFC 169-S6-F12 [A Group Approach To Art Therapy Notes]. -- 1973. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-7
AFC 169-S6-F13 Writing Therapy Compilation. -- 1968. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/20
AFC 169-S6-F14 [Descriptions of Elda's Drawings (Pictures Removed)]. -- 1955-1956. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-7
AFC 169-S6-F15 [ELDA] - Transcript of Notes on Drawing & Group Sessions. -- 1946-1965. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/26


AFC 169-S6-F18 St. Lucia Talk - Shawn Maxwell. -- 1989-1994. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/24

AFC 169-S6-F19 St. Lucia Talk - Battered Child. -- 1994. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/25

AFC 169-S7 A Nest of Dolls.
18 cm of textual records, 4 bound copies, 1 notebook, 4 cassette tapes, 2 videotapes, 9 floppy disks, 69 photocopies of artwork, 7 photographic copies of artwork, 4 photocopies of personal photographs, 2 personal photographs, 1 printed copy of artwork

Scope and Content
This series contains thoughts, ideas, research, case studies, copies of artwork and correspondence all done in relation to "A Nest of Dolls," with contributions by Irene Dewdney, Jacqui Morrissey and Linda Nicholas. A large focus of A Nest of Dolls was on the Dewdney's memory retrieval work and their objective approach to art therapy.

Restrictions
Access restrictions are only applicable to two folders (AFC 169-6/8 and AFC 169-6/11) in the series. Due to the personal nature of these files, access is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S7-F1 [A Nest of Dolls - The Third Eye - Westminster Hospital]. -- [ca. 1980-2000?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/1
AFC 169-S7-F2 A Nest of Dolls - Early Writings. -- 1980-1992. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/2
AFC 169-S7-F3 [A Nest of Dolls - The Magic of the Muse]. -- 1989. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/3
AFC 169-S7-F4 A Nest of Dolls - Original Book Ideas. -- [ca. 1980-2000?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/4
AFC 169-S7-F5 [A Nest Of Dolls - Early Writing Notes]. -- [ca. 1980-2000?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/5
AFC 169-S7-F6 [A Nest of Dolls - Early Memory Retrieval Writings]. -- [ca. 1980-2000?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/6
AFC 169-S7-F7 [A Nest Of Dolls - Early Chapter Drafts]. -- 2003. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/7
AFC 169-S7-F8 [A Nest of Dolls - Case Study Chapter - Art Work]. -- [ca. 1980-2000?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/8
AFC 169-S7-F9 [A Nest of Dolls - Case Study Chapter - Dewdney Approach]. -- [ca. 1980-2000?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/9
AFC 169-S7-F10 [A Nest of Dolls - Case Study Chapter - Writings]. -- [ca. 1980-2007?]. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/10
AFC 169-S7-F11 [A Nest Of Dolls - Publishing Correspondence]. -- 1995-2008. -- 1 folder of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/11

Scope and Content
This file contains various interviews and talks by Irene Dewdney pertaining to art therapy in multimedia formats such as casette and videotapes.

AFC 169-S7-F14-I1 Irene Interview. -- [ca. 1990]. -- 1 casette tape. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/14


AFC 169-S7-F14-I3 Discussion on Liz's Drawing & Drawing Titles. -- 1994. -- 1 casette tape. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/16

AFC 169-S7-F14-I4 Objective Approach - Irene, Linda, Jacqui. -- 1994 February 11. -- 1 casette tape. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/17

AFC 169-S7-F14-I5 An Afternoon With Irene Dewdney. -- 1996 May 5. -- 1 videotape. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/18

AFC 169-S7-F14-I6 The Art Of Play. -- 1997 May 30. -- 1 videotape. -- Box Number AFC 169-6/19
AFC 169-S8 Artwork.
[ca. 1938 - 1978?].
3227 pieces of artwork, 9 photocopies of artwork, 186 photographic copies of artwork

Scope and Content
This series includes original patient artwork acquired throughout Selwyn and Irene Dewdney's careers in Art Therapy in various formats including pencil, pastel, charcoal, ink, paint and watercolour.

Restrictions
There are copy slides available of each piece of artwork. Please see Series 9 Slides for box locations. Due to preservation concerns and patient confidentiality access to original artwork may be restricted and is conditional on the preservation concerns of each particular piece and may vary by sub-series. Consultation with the archivist is required.

Arrangement
Sub-series 1: Anonymous/Coded Patients
Sub-series 2: Drug Studies
Sub-series 3: Dr. Ogilvie Research
Sub-series 4: Dream Drawings
Sub-series 5: Frank Travis Collection
Sub-series 6: Travis San Francisco
Sub-series 7: Psychiatric Art by a Non-psychiatric Patient
Sub-series 8: Mother and Child
Sub-series 9: Westminster Hospital
Sub-series 10: Copies of Drawings
Sub-series 11: Miscellaneous Artwork
Sub-series 12: Case Study Patient Artwork

AFC 169-S8-SS1 Anonymous/Coded Patients.
2128 pieces of artwork

Scope and Content
This sub-series includes original patient artwork acquired throughout Selwyn and Irene Dewdney's careers in art therapy in various formats including pen, pencil, pastel, charcoal, paint and watercolour.

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1 A10 - B240. -- [ca. 1947?] - 1976. -- 33 folders of artwork. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I1 A10. -- 1963. -- 4 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I2 A20. -- 1963. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I3 A30. -- [ca. 1947-1976?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I4 A40. -- 1974. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I5 A50. -- [ca. 1947-1976?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : paint. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I6 A60. -- 1964. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-1
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I28 B190. -- 1961. -- 6 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I29 B200. -- 1959. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I30 B210. -- 1960-1961. -- 44 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I31 B220. -- 1959. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I32 B230. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-1

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F1-I33 B240. -- 1962. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-1


AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I1 C10. -- 1954-1955. -- 23 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I2 C20. -- 1957-1958. -- 15 pieces of artwork : pencil and crayon. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I3 C30. -- 1970. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I4 C40. -- 1969. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I5 C50. -- 1962. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I6 C60. -- 1963. -- 3 pieces of artwork : modified denner appr.. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I7 C70. -- 1963. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I8 C80. -- 1960. -- 4 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I9 C90. -- 1961-1962. -- 33 pieces of artwork : pencil, pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I10 C100. -- 1962-1964. -- 7 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I11 C110. -- 1958. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I12 C120. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel and pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I13 C130. -- 1959. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I14 C140. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I15 C150. -- 1961-1964. -- 5 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I16 D10. -- 1959. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I17 D20. -- 1963. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I18 D30. -- 1960. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I19 D40. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I20 D50. -- 35 pieces folder of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I21 D60. -- 1964-1968. -- 6 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F2-I22 E10. -- 1962. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-2


AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I1 F10. -- [ca. 1947-1975?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I2 F20. -- [ca. 1947-1975?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I3 F30. -- 1960-1961. -- 177 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I4 F40. -- 1974. -- 6 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I5 F50. -- 1970. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I6 F60. -- 1960. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I7 F70. -- 1960. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I8 G10. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I9 G20. -- 1966. -- 4 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I10 G30. -- 1967. -- 1 piece of artwork : water colour. -- Box Number MC 34-3

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I11 G40. -- [ca. 1947-1975?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I12 G60. -- 1965. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I13 G70. -- 1963-1966. -- 96 pieces of artwork : pencil, pastel, letters and notes. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I14 G80. -- 1960. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I15 G90. -- 1960-1961. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I16 H10. -- 1966. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I17 H20. -- 1970. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I18 H30. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I19 H40. -- 1974-1975. -- 7 pieces of artwork : pencil and copies. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I20 H50. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I21 H60. -- 1957. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I22 H70. -- 1967. -- 1 folder of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I23 H80. -- 1963. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I24 H90. -- 1966. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I25 H100. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F3-I26 H110. -- 1959. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-3
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I1 J10. -- [ca. 1947-1974]. -- 1 piece of artwork : water colour. -- Box Number MC 34-4
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I2 J20. -- 1967. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I3 J30. -- 1958. -- 8 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-4
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I4 J40. -- 1959. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I5 K10. -- [ca. 1947-1974]. -- 1 piece of artwork : collage, paint. -- Box Number MC 34-4
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I6 K20. -- 1959. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I7 K30. -- 1974. -- 8 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I8 K40. -- [ca. 1947-1974]. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I9 K50. -- 1971. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil, cut out, pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I10 K60. -- 1960-1961. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I11 K70. -- [ca. 1947-1974]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I12 K80. -- 1974. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I13 K90. -- 1974. -- 8 pieces of artwork : pencil and copies. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I14 K100. -- 1963. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I15 K110. -- 1960-1961. -- 191 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I16 K120. -- 1960-1961. -- 54 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I17 K130. -- 1963. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I18 L10. -- 1962. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I19 L20. -- 1976. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I20 L30. -- 1976. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I21 L40. -- 1969. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I22 L50. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I23 L60. -- 1963-1964. -- 90 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I24 L70. -- 1959. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-4

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F4-I25 L80. -- 1974. -- 16 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-4


AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I2 M20. -- [ca. 1947-1978?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I3 M30. -- 1970. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I4 M40. -- 1974. -- 3 pieces of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I5 M50. -- 1963-1964. -- 11 pieces of artwork: pencil and oil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I6 M60. -- 1960. -- 3 pieces of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I7 M70. -- 1960. -- 2 pieces of artwork: pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I8 M80. -- 1962. -- 4 pieces of artwork: pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I9 M90. -- [ca. 1947-1978?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I10 M100. -- 1963. -- 2 pieces of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I11 M110. -- 1963. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I12 M120. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I13 M130. -- [ca. 1947-1978?]. -- 2 pieces of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I14 M140. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I15 M160. -- 1978. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil and letter. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I16 M170. -- 1964-1965. -- 77 pieces of artwork: pink, pastel, sketchbook. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F5-I17 M180. -- 1955-1960. -- 60 pieces of artwork: pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-5

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6 M190 - O20. -- 1954 - 1965. -- 14 folders of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I1 M190. -- 1965. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I2 M200. -- 1965. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I3 M210. -- 1963-1964. -- 160 pieces of artwork: pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-6
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I4 M220. -- 1965. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I5 M230. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I6 M240. -- 1960. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I7 M250. -- 1960-1961. -- 47 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I8 M260. -- 1954. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I9 N10. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I10 N20. -- 1962. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I11 N30. -- 1960. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I12 N40. -- 1963. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I13 O10. -- 1961. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F6-I14 O20. -- 1961-1963. -- 90 pieces of artwork : pencil, pastel, diary. -- Box Number MC 34-6

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7 P10 - S60. -- [ca. 1947-1976?]. -- 21 folders of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I1 P10. -- 1962. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I2 P20. -- 1962. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I3 P40. -- 1953-1954. -- 20 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I4 P50. -- 1955-1957. -- 38 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I5 P60. -- 1962-1963. -- 40 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I6 P70. -- 1976. -- 12 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I7 R10. -- 1974. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I8 R20. -- [ca. 1947-1976?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I9 R30. -- 193?. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I10 R40. -- 1965. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I11 R50. -- 1959. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I12 R60. -- 1960. -- 8 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I13 R70. -- 1961. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I14 R80. -- 1961. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I15 S10. -- 1966. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I16 S20. -- 1956. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I17 S30. -- 1962. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I18 S40. -- 1948. -- 2 pieces of artwork : charcoal. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I19 S45. -- 1963. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I20 S50. -- [ca. 1947-1976?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-7

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F7-I21 S60. -- 1962-1963. -- 110 pieces of artwork : pencil, pastel, notes and diary. -- Box Number MC 34-7


AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I1 S70. -- 1947. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-8

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I2 S80. -- 1967. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I3 S90. -- 1965. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I4 S100. -- 1968. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I5 S110. -- 1966. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I6 S120. -- 1977. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I7 S130. -- 1961. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I8 S140. -- 1975. -- 12 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
This is the first mirror drawing.

Scope and Content

AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I17 S230. -- 1970. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I18 S240. -- 1961. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I19 S250. -- 1958. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I20 S260. -- 1966. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I21 T10. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I22 T20. -- 1961. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I23 T30. -- 1963. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I24 T40. -- 1963. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I25 T50. -- 1959. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I26 T60. -- 1960. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I27 V10. -- 1945. -- 80 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I28 V20. -- 1963. -- 18 pieces of artwork : pencil murals. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I29 W10. -- 1965. -- 6 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I30 W20. -- 1961. -- 9 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I31 W30. -- 1960. -- 4 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I32 W40. -- 1961. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I33 W50. -- 1970. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I34 W60. -- 1957. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I35 W80. -- 1960. -- 11 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I36 W90. -- 1965. -- 2 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I37 W100. -- 1975. -- 8 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I38 W110. -- 1963. -- 1 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I39 W120. -- 1963. -- 11 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I40 W130. -- 1964. -- 4 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I41 W140. -- 1959. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I42 W150. -- 1960. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I43 W160. -- 1963. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8
AFC 169-S8-SS1-F8-I44 Z10. -- 1960. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-8

AFC 169-S8-SS2 Drug Studies.
60 pieces of artwork

Scope and Content
This sub-series includes 60 original pencil drawings completed during a two day span by patients of Selwyn and Irene Dewdney during their art therapy sessions.

Restrictions
There are no access restrictions in this sub-series.

AFC 169-S8-SS2-F1 Drug Study Drawings - September 15, 1966. – September 15, 1966. – 30 pieces of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/4
Robert Ogilvie was a psychology graduate student at the University of Western Ontario in the early 1960's who under Selwyn Dewdney's supervision completed a research paper entitled "Comparison of Psychotic and Non-psychotic Drawings". Dr. Ogilvie was assigned to Westminster Hospital where he conducted a two year study with 60 men: 30 psychiatric patients and 30 non-psychiatric patients. This sub-series includes 174 original pencil drawings completed during Dr. Ogilvie's study, overseen by Selwyn and Irene Dewdney, and later acquired for the Dewdney Art Therapy Collection.

Restrictions
There are no access restrictions in this sub-series.

Scope and Content
AFC 169-S8-SS3-F1 Dr. Ogilvie Research -"Draw Anything You Like" - #1-60. -- 1962-1964. -- 60 pieces of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/6

Robert Ogilvie was a psychology graduate student at the University of Western Ontario in the early 1960's who under Selwyn Dewdney's supervision completed a research paper entitled "Comparison of Psychotic and Non-psychotic Drawings". Dr. Ogilvie was assigned to Westminster Hospital where he conducted a two year study with 60 men: 30 psychiatric patients and 30 non-psychiatric patients. This sub-series includes 174 original pencil drawings completed during Dr. Ogilvie's study, overseen by Selwyn and Irene Dewdney, and later acquired for the Dewdney Art Therapy Collection.

Scope and Content
AFC 169-S8-SS3-F2 Dr. Ogilvie Research -"Draw A Woman" - #61-120. -- 1962-1964. -- 60 pieces of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/7

Robert Ogilvie was a psychology graduate student at the University of Western Ontario in the early 1960's who under Selwyn Dewdney's supervision completed a research paper entitled "Comparison of Psychotic and Non-psychotic Drawings". Dr. Ogilvie was assigned to Westminster Hospital where he conducted a two year study with 60 men: 30 psychiatric patients and 30 non-psychiatric patients. This sub-series includes 174 original pencil drawings completed during Dr. Ogilvie's study, overseen by Selwyn and Irene Dewdney, and later acquired for the Dewdney Art Therapy Collection.

Scope and Content
AFC 169-S8-SS3-F3 Dr. Ogilvie Research -"Draw A Man" - #121-174. -- 1962-1964. -- 54 pieces of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/8

Robert Ogilvie was a psychology graduate student at the University of Western Ontario in the early 1960's who under Selwyn Dewdney's supervision completed a research paper entitled "Comparison of Psychotic and Non-psychotic Drawings". Dr. Ogilvie was assigned to Westminster Hospital where he conducted a two year study with 60 men: 30 psychiatric patients and 30 non-psychiatric patients. This sub-series includes 174 original pencil drawings completed during Dr. Ogilvie's study, overseen by Selwyn and Irene Dewdney, and later acquired for the Dewdney Art Therapy Collection.

Scope and Content
AFC 169-S8-SS4 Dream Drawings. 1938.
301 pieces of artwork : pencil

This sub-series is a unique collection which includes 301 original pencil drawings by ninth grade
students, in which Selwyn asked them to draw their dreams. Selwyn was very interested in dream analysis and the subconscious and fascinated with Freudian theories which he attempted to draw out in the Dream Drawings series.

Restrictions
Due to preservation efforts, access to artwork in this sub-series is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F1 Dream Drawings - Monsters - Girls - #1-15. -- 1938. -- 15 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F2 Dream Drawings - Science Fiction - Boys - #16-23. -- 1938. -- 8 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F3 Dream Drawings - Hostility to School - Boys - #24-27. -- 1938. -- 4 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F4 Dream Drawings - Distortion, Discomforts, Embarrassment, etc. - Girls - #28-30. -- 1938. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F5 Dream Drawings - Bombing, Air & Land Combat - Boys - #31-44. -- 1938. -- 14 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9


AFC 169-S8-SS4-F7 Dream Drawings - Automobile & Other Accidents - Girls and Boys - #52-61. -- 1938. -- 10 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F8 Dream Drawings - Invented Dreams - Boys - #62-78. -- 1938. -- 17 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F9 Dream Drawings - Invented Dreams - Girls - #79-95. -- 1938. -- 17 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F10 Dream Drawings - Indirect or Equivocal Threats - Girls and Boys - #96-109. -- 1938. -- 14 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F11 Dream Drawings - Dreams of Glory - Boys - #110-120. -- 1938. -- 11 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F12 Dream Drawings - Dreams of Glory - Girls - #121-142. -- 1938. -- 22 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F13 Dream Drawings - Emphasis of Snakes - Girls and Boys - #143-161. -- 1938. -- 19 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F14 Dream Drawings - Hangings & Executions - Girls and Boys - #162-174. -- 1938. -- 13 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F15 Dream Drawings - Embarrassments - Girls - #175-177. -- 1938. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F16 Dream Drawings - Attacked By Locomotive - Boys - #178-182. -- 1938. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F17 Dream Drawings - Acts or Threats of Violence - Girls and Boys - #183-191. -- 1938. -- 9 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F18 Dream Drawings - Coffins & Burials - Girls and Boys - #192-205. -- 1938. -- 14 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9
AFC 169-S8-SS4-F19 Dream Drawings - Threatened or Attacked By A Monster - Boys - #206-215. -- 1938. -- 10 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F20 Dream Drawings - Under Attack - Girls - #216-224. -- 1938. -- 9 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F21 Dream Drawings - Between Point & Pit - Girls and Boys - #225-237. - 1938. -- 13 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F22 Dream Drawings - Falling, Suspension, Levitation - Girls - #238-243. -- 1938. -- 6 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F23 Dream Drawings - Falling, Suspension, Levitation - Boys - #244-258. -- 1938. -- 15 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F24 Dream Drawings - Additional - Girls Boys - #259-264. -- 1938. -- 6 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F25 Dream Drawings - Selected - Girls Boys - #265-283. -- 1938. -- 19 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS4-F26 Dream Drawings - Miscellaneous - Girls and Boys - #284-301. -- 1938. -- 18 pieces of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS5 Frank Travis Collection.
229 pieces of artwork : paintings, pastel, pencil, paint and pencil

Scope and Content
This sub-series includes 229 original pieces of artwork by psychiatric patient Frank Travis, later acquired by Selwyn and Irene Dewdney during their work as Art Therapists. Frank Travis (1914 - 1976) was admitted as a patient at the Westminster Psychiatric Hospital in London, Ontario in June 1950, and was introduced to Selwyn in 1952. Diagnosed as a paranoid schizophrenic, Travis was an extraordinarily talented artist who once studied at the Ontario College of Art and Design in Toronto, Ontario. Travis's art serves as an example of the role drug medication and art therapy play in a psychiatric patient.

Restrictions
Access to original artwork in this subseries is restricted for preservation purposes.

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F1 TRAVIS COLLECTION 1-229. -- 19-?. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F2 TRAVIS COLLECTION 2-229. -- 19-?. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F3 TRAVIS COLLECTION 3-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F4 TRAVIS COLLECTION 4-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F5 TRAVIS COLLECTION 5-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F6 TRAVIS COLLECTION 6-229. -- 1973. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F7 TRAVIS COLLECTION 7-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : paint and pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-10
AFC 169-S8-SS5-F8 TRAVIS COLLECTION 8-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F9 TRAVIS COLLECTION 9-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F10 TRAVIS COLLECTION 10-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: paint and pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F11 TRAVIS COLLECTION 11-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F12 TRAVIS COLLECTION 12-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F13 TRAVIS COLLECTION 13-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: paint and pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F14 TRAVIS COLLECTION 14-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F15 TRAVIS COLLECTION 15-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F16 TRAVIS COLLECTION 16-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F17 TRAVIS COLLECTION 17-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: paint and pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F18 TRAVIS COLLECTION 18-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F19 TRAVIS COLLECTION 19-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F20 TRAVIS COLLECTION 20-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-10

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F21 TRAVIS COLLECTION 21-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: paint and pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F22 TRAVIS COLLECTION 22-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F23 TRAVIS COLLECTION 23-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F24 TRAVIS COLLECTION 24-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: paint and pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-11


AFC 169-S8-SS5-F26 TRAVIS COLLECTION 26-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F27 TRAVIS COLLECTION 27-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F28 TRAVIS COLLECTION 28-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-11
AFC 169-S8-SS5-F29 TRAVIS COLLECTION 29-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: pencil. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F30 TRAVIS COLLECTION 30-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: paint and pencil. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F31 TRAVIS COLLECTION 31-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F32 TRAVIS COLLECTION 32-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F33 TRAVIS COLLECTION 33-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F34 TRAVIS COLLECTION 34-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F35 TRAVIS COLLECTION 35-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F36 TRAVIS COLLECTION 36-229. — 1974. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11


AFC 169-S8-SS5-F38 TRAVIS COLLECTION 38-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11


AFC 169-S8-SS5-F40 TRAVIS COLLECTION 40-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F41 TRAVIS COLLECTION 41-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F42 TRAVIS COLLECTION 42-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F43 TRAVIS COLLECTION 43-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F44 TRAVIS COLLECTION 44-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-11

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F45 TRAVIS COLLECTION 45-229. — 1973. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F46 TRAVIS COLLECTION 46-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F47 TRAVIS COLLECTION 47-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F48 TRAVIS COLLECTION 48-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: pencil. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F49 TRAVIS COLLECTION 49-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12
AFC 169-S8-SS5-F50 TRAVIS COLLECTION 50-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F51 TRAVIS COLLECTION 51-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F52 TRAVIS COLLECTION 52-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F53 TRAVIS COLLECTION 53-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F54 TRAVIS COLLECTION 54-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F55 TRAVIS COLLECTION 55-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F56 TRAVIS COLLECTION 56-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F57 TRAVIS COLLECTION 57-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F58 TRAVIS COLLECTION 58-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F59 TRAVIS COLLECTION 59-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F60 TRAVIS COLLECTION 60-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F61 TRAVIS COLLECTION 61-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F62 TRAVIS COLLECTION 62-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F63 TRAVIS COLLECTION 63-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: pencil & paint. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F64 TRAVIS COLLECTION 64-229. — 1974. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F65 TRAVIS COLLECTION 65-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F66 TRAVIS COLLECTION 66-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F67 TRAVIS COLLECTION 67-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-12

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F68 TRAVIS COLLECTION 68-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: pencil & paint. — Box Number MC 34-12


AFC 169-S8-SS5-F70 TRAVIS COLLECTION 70-229. — [ca. 1948-1974?]. — 1 piece of artwork: painting. — Box Number MC 34-13
AFC 169-S8-SS5-F71 TRAVIS COLLECTION 71-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F72 TRAVIS COLLECTION 72-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F73 TRAVIS COLLECTION 73-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F74 TRAVIS COLLECTION (74-90)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 17 pieces of artwork : marker, pencil & paint. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F75 TRAVIS COLLECTION 91-229. -- 1961. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F76 TRAVIS COLLECTION 92-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F77 TRAVIS COLLECTION 93-229. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F78 TRAVIS COLLECTION 94-229. -- 1955. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F79 TRAVIS COLLECTION 95-229. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F80 TRAVIS COLLECTION 96-229. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F81 TRAVIS COLLECTION 97-229. -- 1948. -- 1 piece of artwork : painting. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F82 TRAVIS COLLECTION 98-229. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F83 TRAVIS COLLECTION 99-229. -- 1952. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F84 TRAVIS COLLECTION 100-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F85 TRAVIS COLLECTION 101-229. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F86 TRAVIS COLLECTION 102-229. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F87 TRAVIS COLLECTION 103-229. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F88 TRAVIS COLLECTION 104-229. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F89 TRAVIS COLLECTION 105-229. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F90 TRAVIS COLLECTION 106-229. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-13

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F91 TRAVIS COLLECTION 107-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-13
AFC 169-S8-SS5-F92 TRAVIS COLLECTION 108-229. -- 1951. -- 1 piece of artwork: painting. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F93 TRAVIS COLLECTION 109-229. -- 1951. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F94 TRAVIS COLLECTION 110-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F95 TRAVIS COLLECTION 111-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F96 TRAVIS COLLECTION 112-229. -- 1950. -- 1 piece of artwork: pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F97 TRAVIS COLLECTION 113-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F98 TRAVIS COLLECTION (114-119)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 6 pieces of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F99 TRAVIS COLLECTION 120-229. -- 1952. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F100 TRAVIS COLLECTION 121-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: paint. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F101 TRAVIS COLLECTION (122-123)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 2 pieces of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F102 TRAVIS COLLECTION (124-125)-229. -- 1952. -- 2 pieces of artwork: paint. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F103 TRAVIS COLLECTION 126-229. -- 1951. -- pieces of artwork: 1 pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F104 TRAVIS COLLECTION (127-128)-229. -- 1951. -- 2 pieces of artwork: pastel & pen. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F105 TRAVIS COLLECTION (129-132)-229. -- 1952. -- 4 pieces of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F106 TRAVIS COLLECTION (133-134)-229. -- 1952. -- 2 pieces of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F107 TRAVIS COLLECTION 135-229. -- 1952. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F108 TRAVIS COLLECTION (136-139)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 4 pieces of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F109 TRAVIS COLLECTION 140-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: dry mounted pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F110 TRAVIS COLLECTION (141-142)-229. -- 1952. -- 2 pieces of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F111 TRAVIS COLLECTION (143-144)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 2 pieces of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F112 TRAVIS COLLECTION (145-148)-229. -- 1960. -- 4 pieces of artwork: marker, pastel & pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14
AFC 169-S8-SS5-F113 TRAVIS COLLECTION (149-156)-229. -- 1960-1961. -- 8 pieces of artwork : pencil, paint, pastel & marker. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F114 TRAVIS COLLECTION (157-161)-229. -- 1960-1961. -- 5 pieces of artwork : marker, pencil, pastel & ink. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F115 TRAVIS COLLECTION (162-165)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 4 pieces of artwork : pencil, ink & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F116 TRAVIS COLLECTION (166-172)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 6 pieces of artwork : paint, ink, pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F117 TRAVIS COLLECTION (173-176)-229. -- 1960-1961. -- 4 pieces of artwork : paint, ink, pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F118 TRAVIS COLLECTION 177-229. -- 1961. -- pieces of artwork : 1 dry mounted pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14


AFC 169-S8-SS5-F120 TRAVIS COLLECTION (182-185)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 4 pieces of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F121 TRAVIS COLLECTION (186-189)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : paint, ink & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F122 TRAVIS COLLECTION (190-194)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pastel & pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F123 TRAVIS COLLECTION (195-201)-229. -- [ca. 1948-1974?]. -- 7 pieces of artwork : ink, paint & pencil. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F124 TRAVIS COLLECTION 202-229. -- 1961. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel dry mounted. -- Box Number MC 34-14


AFC 169-S8-SS5-F126 TRAVIS COLLECTION (206-210)-229. -- 1959-1961. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pencil, pastel & ink. -- Box Number MC 34-14


AFC 169-S8-SS5-F129 TRAVIS COLLECTION (219-223)-229. -- 1960-1961. -- 5 pieces of artwork : pencil, pastel, ink & paint. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F130 TRAVIS COLLECTION (224-226)-229. -- 1960. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pastel, ink & paint. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS5-F131 TRAVIS COLLECTION (227-229)-229. -- 19-? - 1960. -- 3 pieces of artwork : pastel, ink, pencil & paint. -- Box Number MC 34-14

AFC 169-S8-SS6 Travis San Francisco.
[ca. 1951-1972?].
66 pieces of artwork, 6 photographs
Scope and Content
This sub-series includes 66 original pieces of artwork by psychiatric patient Frank Travis, later
acquired by Selwyn and Irene Dewdney during their work as Art Therapists. Frank Travis (1914 - 1976) was admitted as a patient at the Westminster Psychiatric Hospital in London, Ontario in June 1950, and was introduced to Selwyn in 1952. Diagnosed as a paranoid schizophrenic, Travis was an extraordinarily talented artist who once studied at the Ontario College of Art and Design in Toronto, Ontario. Travis’s art serves as an example of the role drug medication and art therapy play in a psychiatric patient. His San Francisco Collection is believed to have been inspired by a brief hiatus from Westminster Hospital, and the collection remained in San Francisco despite Travis’s return to London, until its donation to Western University in 1991.

Custodial History
The Travis San Francisco sub-series was housed in San Francisco by John MacGregor.

Restrictions
Access to original artwork in this subseries is restricted for preservation purposes.

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I1 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #1. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-15

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I2 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #2. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-15

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I3 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #3. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-15

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I4 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #4. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-15

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I5 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #5. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 33-3

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I6 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #6. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-1

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I7 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #7. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-1

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I8 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #8. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-3

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I9 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #9. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-1

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I10 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #10. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-1

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I11 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #11. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-2

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I12 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #12. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-2

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I13 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #13. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil. -- Box Number MC 33-2

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I14 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #14A. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-2

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I15 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #14B. -- 1954. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-2

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I16 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #15. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork: pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-3
AFC 169-S8-SS6-I17 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #16. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-3

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I18 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #17. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-3

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I19 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #18. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-3

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I20 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #19. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-3

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I21 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #20. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-4

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I22 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #21. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-4

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I23 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #22. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-4

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I24 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #23. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-4

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I25 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #24. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-4

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I26 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #25. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-4


AFC 169-S8-SS6-I28 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #27. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-5


AFC 169-S8-SS6-I30 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #29. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-5

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I31 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #30. -- [ca. 1953-1971]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-5

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I32 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #31. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-15

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I33 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #32. -- 1952. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-5

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I34 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #33. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-6

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I35 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #34. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-7

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I36 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #35. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-6

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I37 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #36. -- 1952-1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-6
AFC 169-S8-SS6-I38 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #37. -- 1952. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-6

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I39 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #38. -- 1952-1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-6

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I40 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #39. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-7

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I41 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #40. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-6

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I42 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #41. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-6

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I43 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #42. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-7

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I44 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #43. -- 1952-1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-9

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I45 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #44. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-7

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I46 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #45. -- 1952-1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-6

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I47 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #46. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-7

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I48 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #47. -- 1952-1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-6

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I49 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #48. -- 1952. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-8

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I50 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #49. -- 1952-1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-8

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I51 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #50. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-7

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I52 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #51. -- 1952-1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-8

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I53 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #52. -- 1952-1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-8

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I54 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #53. -- 1952-1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-8

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I55 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #54. -- 1952-1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-8

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I56 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #55. -- 1952-1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-8

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I57 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #56. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-7

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I58 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #57. -- 1952-1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-8
AFC 169-S8-SS6-I59 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #58. -- 1952-1954. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil & pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-8

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I60 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #59. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-9

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I61 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #60. -- 1953. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 33-9

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I62 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #61. -- 1951-1952. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-9

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I63 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #62. -- 1972. -- 1 piece of artwork : pencil. -- Box Number MC 33-9

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I64 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #63. -- 1951-1952. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-9

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I65 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #64. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-9

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I66 TRAVIS COLLECTION - SAN FRANCISCO #65. -- 1952. -- 1 piece of artwork : pastel. -- Box Number MC 33-9

AFC 169-S8-SS6-I67 TRAVIS COLLECTION - Mounted Photographs. -- [ca. 1951-1972?]. -- 6 photographs. -- Box Number MC 34-15

AFC 169-S8-SS7 Psychiatric Art by a Non-Psychiatric Patient. [ca. 1947 - 1970?].
1 piece of artwork

Scope and Content
This sub-series is a single piece of pencil and pastel artwork conducted by a patient who was not part of the art therapy program, overseen by Selwyn Dewdney in order to compare and contrast the artwork of psychiatric and non-psychiatric patients. The date of the artwork is unknown but believed to be during Selwyn Dewdney's time at Westminster Hospital.

Restrictions
There are no access restrictions in this sub-series.

AFC 169-S8-SS7-F1 Psychiatric Art by a Non-Psychiatric Patient. -- [ca. 1947 - 1970?] -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/1

AFC 169-S8-SS8 Mother and Child.
62 pieces of artwork, 23 photographic prints, 1 cm of textual records

Scope and Content
This sub-series includes original artwork consisting of pencil and pastel drawings, tracings and pieces of artwork with comments by mother and child patients of Selwyn Dewdney during the art therapy program.

Restrictions
Due to patient confidentiality, access to artwork in this sub-series is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S8-SS8-F1 Mother and Child Drawings. -- [ca. 1966]. -- 9 pieces of artwork : pencil and pastel. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS8-F2 Mother and Child Tracings. -- [ca. 1966]. -- 53 pieces of artwork : tracings. -- Box Number MC 34-9
AFC 169-S8-SS8-F3 Mother and Child (Prints with Comments). -- 1958-1967. -- 23 photographic prints, 1 cm of textual records. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/17

AFC 169-S8-SS9 Westminster Hospital.  
[ca. 1947 - 1977].  
22 pieces of artwork  
Scope and Content  
This sub-series consists pastels and paintings of unknown art therapy patient's during Selwyn Dewdney's time as an Art Therapist at Westminster Hospital in London, Ontario.  
Restrictions  
Due to preservation efforts, access to artwork in this sub-series is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S8-SS9-F1 Westminster Hospital Drawings. -- [ca. 1947 - 1977]. -- 22 pieces of artwork : paintings and pastels. -- Box Number MC 34-9

AFC 169-S8-SS10 Copies of Drawings.  
[ca. 1938 - 1977?].  
8 photocopies of pencil artwork, 161 photographic copies of pencil artwork  
Scope and Content  
This sub-series consists of copies of art therapy patient's artwork during Selwyn Dewdney's time as an Art Therapist in London, Ontario.  
Restrictions  
Due to patient confidentiality, access to artwork in this sub-series is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S8-SS10-F1 Photocopies of Drawings. -- 1974-1975. -- 8 photocopies of pencil artwork. -- Box Number MC-34-9  
Scope and Content  
This series contains 8 photocopies of a psychiatric patient's pencil artwork, completed under the supervision of Selwyn and Irene Dewdney during their time working as art therapists in London, Ontario.

AFC 169-S8-SS10-F2 Photographic Copies of Drawings. -- [ca. 1938-1977?]. -- 80 photographic copies of drawings. -- Box Number AFC 169-3/10  
Scope and Content  
This folder contains 80 photographic copies of psychiatric patients artwork, completed under the supervision of Selwyn and Irene Dewdney during their time working as art therapists in London, Ontario.

Scope and Content  
This folder contains 81 photographic copies of psychiatric patients artwork, completed under the supervision of Selwyn and Irene Dewdney during their time working as art therapists in London, Ontario.

AFC 169-S8-SS11 Miscellaneous Artwork.  
70 pieces of artwork, 2 photographic copies of artwork, 1 photocopy of artwork  
Scope and Content  
This sub-series consists of copies and original pencil drawings by art therapy patient's during Selwyn Dewdney's time as an Art Therapist at Westminster Hospital in London, Ontario.  
Restrictions  
Due to preservation efforts, access to artwork in this sub-series is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.
Due to patient confidentiality, access to artwork in this sub-series is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S8-SS11-F1 Art Therapy Patient Artwork. -- [ca. 1938-1974?]. -- 5 pieces of artwork, 2 photographic copies of artwork, 1 photocopy of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-1/16

Scope and Content
This file includes artwork by unknown art therapy patient(s) during Selwyn Dewdney's time as an Art Therapist at Westminster Hospital in London, Ontario.

AFC 169-S8-SS11-F2 Group II - September 15, 1966. -- 1966 September 15. -- 30 pieces of artwork: pencil drawings. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/2

Scope and Content
This file includes 30 pencil drawings completed by unknown art therapy patient(s) during Selwyn Dewdney's time as an Art Therapist at Westminster Hospital in London, Ontario on September 15, 1966.

AFC 169-S8-SS11-F3 Group IV - September 17, 1966. -- 1966 September 17. -- 30 pieces of artwork: pencil drawings. -- Box Number AFC 169-4/3

Scope and Content
This file includes 30 pencil drawings completed by unknown art therapy patient(s) during Selwyn Dewdney's time as an Art Therapist at Westminster Hospital in London, Ontario on September 15, 1966.

AFC 169-S8-SS11-F4 Art Therapy Patient Artwork. -- 1974. -- 5 pieces of artwork. -- Box Number MC 34-9

Scope and Content
This file includes 5 original pencil drawings by unknown art therapy patient(s) during Selwyn Dewdney's time as an Art Therapist at Westminster Hospital in London, Ontario.

AFC 169-S8-SS12 Case Study Patient Artwork.
114 pieces of artwork

Scope and Content
This sub-series includes original patient artwork acquired throughout Selwyn and Irene Dewdney's careers in Art Therapy conducted through research case studies and are in various formats including pen, pencil, pastel, and paint. The sub-series is divided into Shawn - St. Lucia, Digestive Drawings, W.O.T.C.H. - Family A.T. and Tina & Tess - A.T. In The Courtroom.

Restrictions
Due to preservation efforts and patient confidentiality, access to artwork in this sub-series is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1 Shawn - St. Lucia. -- 1989 - 1991. -- 25 pieces of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I1 Shawn - St. Lucia - 1 - Shawn & Mom. -- 13-Nov-89. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I2 Shawn - St. Lucia - 2 - I Am Happy To Be Here Mom. -- 18-Nov-89. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I3 Shawn - St. Lucia - 3 - Toronto Westin Rd. -- 19-Mar-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8
AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I4 Shawn - St. Lucia - 4 - Strathroy. -- 19-Mar-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I5 Shawn - St. Lucia - 5 - Shawn's Favourite Persons. -- 19-Mar-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I6 Shawn - St. Lucia - 6 - Shawn Frightened And Gets Mad. -- 25-Mar-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I7 Shawn - St. Lucia - 7 - Dad & Mom & Shawn - Dad Holding Lighter Near Shawn's Face - Shawn Is Scared. -- 25-Mar-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I8 Shawn - St. Lucia - 8 - [Shawn Was Frightened That They Would Both Die]. -- 25-Mar-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I9 Shawn - St. Lucia - 9 - Shawn Afraid When He Was Little. -- 02-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I10 Shawn - St. Lucia - 10 - [The Easter Bunny]. -- 02-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I11 Shawn - St. Lucia - 11 - Shawn's Scary Dream. -- 08-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I12 Shawn - St. Lucia - 12 - Shawn Cut His Finger. -- 08-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I13 Shawn - St. Lucia - 13 - The Line Goes Through Shawns Head. -- 15-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I14 Shawn - St. Lucia - 14 - The Line Is Gone. -- 15-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I15 Shawn - St. Lucia - 15 - Big Steven Hugging the Little Stevem. -- 15-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I16 Shawn - St. Lucia - 16 - Shawn Is Frightened Because He Couldn't Go To The Washroom. -- 15-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I17 Shawn - St. Lucia - 17 - Shawn Dreaming . -- 22-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I18 Shawn - St. Lucia - 18 - Dad Holding Mom To Settle Her Down. -- 29-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I19 Shawn - St. Lucia - 19 - A Scary Time When Shawn Was Little. -- 29-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I20 Shawn - St. Lucia - 20 - Neighbour On His Bike. -- 29-Apr-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I21 Shawn - St. Lucia - 21 - Shawn And Gerry Mad. -- 06-May-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I22 Shawn - St. Lucia - 22 - A Time When Shawn Was Scared. -- 06-May-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I23 Shawn - St. Lucia - 23 - Shawn Pulling Out The Trees. -- 27-May-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8
AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I24 Shawn - St. Lucia - 24 - Fill and Shawn Are Talking About My Behaviour. -- 27-May-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F1-I25 Shawn - St. Lucia - 25 - Crying For His Mother. -- 27-May-91. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F2 Digestive Drawings. -- 1987. -- 7 pieces of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F2-I1 Digestive Drawings - 1 - Fear of Rejection. -- 09-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F2-I2 Digestive Drawings - 2 - Nobody Is Going To Clean The Baby. -- 09-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F2-I3 Digestive Drawings - 1 - Food Processing. -- 02-Jul-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F2-I4 Digestive Drawings - 2 - Close-Up of. -- 02-Jul-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F2-I5 Digestive Drawings - 3 - I'm Angry & Have Allowed My Anger To Escape From My Anus. -- 02-Jul-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F2-I6 Digestive Drawings - 2 - Hunger - Sexual Craving. -- 19-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F2-I7 Digestive Drawings - My Shit . -- 02-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8


AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I6 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Paul - How I See Myself. -- 09-Oct-75. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I7 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Paul - How Paul And Mom Can Be Happier Together. -- 03-Sep-74. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I8 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Paul - He Looks Like A Person. -- 20-Aug-74. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I9 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Paul - Mother And Paul. -- 20-Aug-74. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8
AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I10 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Darla - Tony Is Closest To Mother. -- 11-Jun-75. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I11 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Stephen - It’s Hard To Draw Darla Because Lots of Times She’s Not In A Smiley Mood. -- 11-Jun-75. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I12 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Tony - Most Frightened. -- 11-Jun-75. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I13 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Netty - We’re Playing Cards. -- 11-Jun-75. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I14 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Tom - February 19, 1975. -- 19-Feb-75. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I15 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Anne - Annette Likes To Look After Michael. -- 19-Feb-75. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F3-I16 W.O.T.C.H. Family A.T. - Annette - Annette Looks Like Anne’s Ex-Husband. -- 19-Feb-75. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8


AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I1 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Letter To Mom. -- 01-Oct-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I2 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina In The Best Place In The World. -- 17-Jun-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I3 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Something I Can’t Talk About. -- 03-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I4 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Safe. -- 03-Jun-89. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I5 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - The Molester. -- 20-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I6 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Chart. -- 20-May-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I7 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tess Visiting Mom And Family. -- 17-Jul-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I8 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina As An Artist. -- 30-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I9 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tess The Gymnast. -- 08-Sep-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I10 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Being Molested. -- 13-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I11 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Is Happy. -- 17-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I12 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tess Is Looking At Tess. -- 27-Oct-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8
AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I13 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Affirmation - People Who Love Me. -- 27-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I14 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tess Cuddling. -- 03-Jun-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I15 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tess With Dad And Mom. -- 17-Jun-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I16 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tess - Helen Goes Home. -- 10-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I17 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tess - My Feeling. -- 27-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I18 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - My Body. -- 13-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I19 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tess - Untitled Teenagers Drawing. -- 13-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I20 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Angry. -- 16-Nov-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I21 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Book, Mermaid, Basket, Bird Drawing. -- 16-Nov-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I22 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Family Drawing. -- 09-Nov-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I23 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina In Class. -- 12-Oct-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I24 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Happy Birthday. -- 12-Oct-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I25 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Younger Tina. -- 21-Sep-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I26 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Cat And Squirrel. -- 30-Sep-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I27 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Pregnant Woman. -- 9/14/88-9/21/88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I28 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Untitled Tina, Chrissy and Mrs. Dewdney Drawing. -- 25-Aug-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I29 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - To Mrs. Dewdney. -- 25-Aug-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I30 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Composed/Antsy. -- 18-Aug-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I31 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Watching T.V.. -- 20-Jun-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I32 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Learning New Songs. -- 25-Mar-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8
AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I33 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Playing Baseball. - 15-Oct-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I34 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Long Hair Drawing. -- 29-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I35 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Tina With Chrissy. -- 24-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I36 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Myself With Chrissy. -- 17-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I37 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina At School. -- 10-Sep-89. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I38 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Back To School. - 03-Sep-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I39 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - My Broken Ankle. -- 20-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I40 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina's Bedroom. -- 06-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I41 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina With Mom And Dad. -- 06-Aug-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I42 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Characters In Book Tina's Reading. -- 30-Jul-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I43 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Scared. -- 27-May-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I44 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina With The Nicest Girl She Knows. -- 10-Jun-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I45 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Family Drawing. -- 10-Jun-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I46 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina's Worst Nightmare. -- 10-Jun-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I47 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Dream Drawing. -- 20-Jun-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I48 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Happy. -- 27-May-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I49 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina With Daddy. -- 12-Dec-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I50 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina With Her Natural Family. -- 14-Dec-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I51 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Chrissy Going To A Party Drawing. -- 05-Oct-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I52 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Good Things Drawing. -- 09-Nov-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8
AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I53 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Angry At Children's Aid. -- 02-Nov-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I54 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Angry At.... -- 02-Nov-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I55 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Hurt Drawing. -- 30-Sep-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I56 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - The Man With The Hole In His Throat. -- 08-Sep-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I57 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Asking Dad Questions. -- 12-Jul-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I58 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Self Portrait. -- 05-Jul-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I59 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Afraid. -- 28-Jun-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I60 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Reading Drawing. -- 26-May-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I61 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina's Recurring Dream. -- 20-Apr-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I62 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina Angry At Court Case. -- 15-Apr-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I63 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Four Beautiful Parts Of Tina. -- 05-Apr-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I64 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Tina - Untitled Running Drawing. -- 18-Mar-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I65 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Untitled Tina Recalls Molestation Drawing. -- 08-Oct-87. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8

AFC 169-S8-SS12-F4-I66 Tina & Tess A.T. In The Courtroom - Untitled River And Bridge Drawing. -- 29-Jun-88. -- 1 piece of artwork. -- Box Number AFC 169-8
AFC 169-S9 Slides.
[ca. 1938 - 1978].
6440 slides

Scope and Content
This series includes slides of patient artwork in Series 8 acquired throughout Selwyn and Irene Dewdney's careers in Art Therapy. These slides were made for Western Libraries in the early 1990s to facilitate access to original artwork and protect privacy of patients. There are 6440 slides in the collection, however 3362 are duplicates of the master set.

Restrictions
Access is restricted to boxes AFC 169-11, AFC 169-12 and AFC 169-13. These slides are duplicates and considered the master set. Copies of all slides are available in other boxes.

AFC 169-S9-F1 Binder A: A10 to K100. -- [ca. 1947] - 1976. -- 1 binder, 751 slides. -- Box Number AFC 169-14
Scope and Content
This binder contains 751 slides made from the original artwork of the anonymous/coded patients artwork sub-series.

Scope and Content
This binder contains 728 slides made from the original artwork of the anonymous/coded patients artwork sub-series.

Scope and Content
This binder contains 649 slides made from the original artwork of the anonymous/coded patients artwork sub-series.

Scope and Content
This binder contains 620 slides made from the original artwork of the Psychiatric Art by Non-Psychiatric / Westminster Hospital Group / Drug Studies / Mother & Child Drawings / Mother & Child Tracings / Dr. Ogilvie Research / Dream Drawings artwork sub-series

AFC 169-S9-F5 Binder E: Frank Travis Collection & Travis San Francisco . -- [ca. 1948] - 1974. - 1 binder, 295 slides. -- Box Number AFC 169-18
Scope and Content
This binder contains 295 slides made from the original artwork of Frank Travis.

Scope and Content
This box contains 1109 slides made from the original artwork of the anonymous/coded patients artwork sub-series.

Restrictions
This box is restricted.

AFC 169-S9-F7 Box B: L80 - Z10. -- [ca. 1954] - 1978. -- 1 box, 1014 slides. -- Box Number AFC 169-12
Scope and Content
This box contains 1014 slides made from the original artwork of the anonymous/coded patients artwork sub-series.

Restrictions
This box is restricted.

AFC 169-S9-F8 Box C: Psychiatric Art by A Non-Psychiatric Patient / Westminster Hospital Group / Drug Studies / Mother & Child Drawings / Mother & Child Tracings / Dr. Ogilvie Research / Dream Drawings / Frank Travis Collection / Travis San Francisco. -- [ca. 1938 - 1974]. -- 1 box, 920 slides. -- Box Number AFC 169-13

Biographical Sketch/Administrative History

Scope and Content
This box contains 920 slides made from the original artwork of the Psychiatric Art by A Non-Psychiatric Patient / Westminster Hospital Group / Drug Studies / Mother & Child Drawings / Mother & Child Tracings / Dr. Ogilvie Research / Dream Drawings / Frank Travis Collection / Travis San Francisco artwork sub-series.

Restrictions
This box is restricted.


Scope and Content
This file contains 319 slides made from the original artwork of the art therapy patients; 291 from the Dream Drawing artwork sub-series.


Scope and Content
This folder contains 35 slides made from the original artwork of art therapy patients to support presentations on art therapy made by Irene Dewdney.
AFC 169-S10 Artifacts.
[between 1947 and 1979].
4 artifacts

Scope and Content
This series contains 4 artifacts, 2 of which were created by art therapy patients of Selwyn Dewdney's, 1 folder containing handmade paper imprinted with Selwyn Dewdney's signature Art Therapy emblem and 1 “Dewdney Art Therapy” stamp used by the Dewdney’s during the course of their involvement in art therapy.

Restrictions
Due to fragility, access to artifacts is conditional on research purposes and may require consultation with the archivist and the signing of a formal research agreement.

AFC 169-S10-F1 Patient Artifacts. -- [between 1947 and 1979]. -- 2 artifacts. -- Box Number AFC 169-9

AFC 169-S10-F1-I1 [Small Brown Pot]. -- [between 1947 and 1979]. -- 1 object. -- Box Number AFC 169-9
Scope and Content
One small brown pot made by an art therapy patient of Selwyn and Irene Dewdney.

AFC 169-S10-F1-I2 [Dad Sculpture]. -- [between 1947 and 1979]. -- 1 sculpture. -- Box Number AFC 169-9
Scope and Content
One small sculpture of an art therapy patient's father. The patient spent months creating a sculpture of his father only to smash it upon completion. Selwyn and Irene Dewdney saw this as cathartic.

AFC 169-S10-F2 Dewdney Artifacts. -- [between 1947 and 1979]. -- 2 artifacts. -- Box Number AFC 169-7

AFC 169-9

AFC 169-S10-F2-I1 [Handmade Paper]. -- [between 1947 and 1979]. -- 1 folder of paper. -- Box Number AFC 169-7
Scope and Content
1 material folder containing handmade paper marked with Selwyn Dewdney's self-designed insignia.

AFC 169-S10-F2-I2 ["Dewdney Art Therapy" Stamp]. -- [between 1947 and 1979]. -- 1 stamp. -- Box Number AFC 169-9
Scope and Content
1 small stamp for "Dewdney Art Therapy," used to stamp documents belonging to the Dewdney's personal collection.